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I wasn’t looking for love. Falling for someone would dishonor the memory of my late husband. But wouldn’t you know it. Love found me anyway—in the form of a NHL player who was celebrating Christmas in Holiday Peak. Brody Tucker’s reputation preceded him. But he brought me back to life
again—made me realize I was only going through the motions. Now one question remains. Can I move forward with him, find happiness again with a guy who seemed to know my deepest thoughts, my private secrets even though I had no idea how? I was ready to make the leap, take a chance on
love, until I discovered the Sweet Talker was playing an off ice game I knew nothing about.
When Weston Hatfield rides back into town like he owns it, I don’t want anything to do with him. I definitely don’t want to take the mean boy from my youth out on my tour boat. Or laugh with him as we watch the whales play in the Bay. Know what else I don’t want to do? Fall for him. He’s an NHL
superstar…I’m a girl who knows her way around a lobster boat. Can you say opposites? But I like who I am, and you know what? I’m beginning to think he likes me for who I am, too. Until he does the one thing that proves otherwise…the one thing I’m not sure I can come back from.
My future is on the line but I’ve got Logan on my mind. I’ve worked for this promotion for years. I’m determined to get it, and I won’t let anyone or anything stand in my way. Not even Logan Grey. His irresistible charm, sex appeal and cocky grin won’t distract me from my goal. There’s just one
problem, I want Logan too. We used to argue against each other in court, Although it felt more like a mating dance at the time. Now he’s in my firm, fighting for my promotion. We’re both stubborn, both fighting for what we want. I’m playing with fire and enjoying every second. The question is – which
one of us are going to get burned? Praise for Burn for Me: "Burn for Me is a sexy slow burn romance that had me turning the page. The chemistry sizzles between Ashley and Logan in this enemies-to-lovers, which makes it all the sweeter. Forbidden office romance, sexy, and pulls you in teasingly
slow and holds on until the very last page." Author Fabiola Fransisco. "It's an enemies to lovers story with angst and wit. This sucked me in from the beginning and I could not put this book down! Their banter was hilarious and interactions priceless. This is an amazing book, in an amazing series that I
will continue to recommend to all of my friends." Brianne M. at A Book Nerd Bookseller & Bibliophile Blog "I enjoyed how in depth Lea wrote about their careers. I really felt like I was working beside them it was that well written." Read.Review.Repeat Blog.
A one night stand that’s as hot as H E double hockey sticks. That’s all either of them want. Pro hockey player Jase Heller isn't ready for serious. After getting out of a relationship, jumping into a new one is the last thing on his mind. But one night? Yeah. He's more than ready to raise his stick for
that... Remi Buchanan is free of all her responsibilities for the first time in her life. She’s ready to blow off some steam and live a little...even if only this once. And she can't think of a crazier thing to do than a one-night stand with a man who has a smile that makes her want to lose her panties. But
when one night turns into more, they may not like what they find. When Remi finds out Jase is a pro athlete with paparazzi and puck bunnies stalking him, she knows she doesn’t fit in his world. She's just a schoolteacher, after all. And teachers? Ugh. Jase has painful memories of the torture his
teachers inflicted on him. They definitely fit together between the sheets, but when love checks them against the boards, can they work in the real world?
The Playmaker
A Free Rookie Rebels Novel
Radio Silence
The Heart Breaker
Skating on Thin Ice
An erotic BDSM sports romance
I needed a role model for my son. A big brother to mentor him. What I didn’t need was a rebellious hockey player famous for his on and off rink fights. I should have said no. Should have vetoed the idea the second I heard it. But I didn’t. Why, you ask. Two words. Liam. Dalton. God’s gift to the universe, not to mention the
needy spot between my legs. I didn’t want to like him. I didn’t want his name on my lips. But the second I heard mine on his, I couldn’t help but wonder if my son’s big brother… …could be my big daddy.
I was never a girl to drool over the hockey players at our academy—they’re all egotistical jerks. But since my father is the coach of Scotia Storms, everywhere I turn, there’s a player—in more ways than one. I’m smart enough to know they don’t just avoid me because I’m the coach’s daughter. They avoid me because
I’m a nerdy drama student with no game. With winter break upon us, I plan to escape to Florida, to where no one knows my past. Or that I’m the butt of every hockey player’s joke. It’s true, I overheard the hurtful bet no player had the balls to take. Not that I’d hand over my pesky V-card to any of them. Nope, I plan to
take care of that problem on a beach down south. Until the storm of the century throws a monkey wrench into my plans, and I find myself snowed-in with a smoking hot Southie. I figured he was the perfect guy to help me with my pesky problem—until my stupid heart got involved. How could I avoid it when he was sweet and
kind, and so different from the guys at the academy? I begin to dream about our future, until the storm breaks and I realize he’s everything I never wanted and I’m everything that can destroy his future.
Jonah Long…a father? Move in and help him take care of his daughter? As crazy as that sounds, I agreed to the temporary arrangement—for the child’s sake. Problem is, living with the guy I’ve crushed on since forever, is messing with my body as well as my brain. And now, watching him grow as a man, seeing the bond
between father and daughter build, I can’t help but want this family for myself. But we’re just playing house, and Jonah isn’t interested in making this ready-made family the real deal…right?
Quinn is looking forward to her senior year at Poe University. She has big plans to hang out with her best friend, flirt with a certain boy genius, party at her favorite dive bar and figure out what she's going to do after graduation with her not-so-useful art major. But that's before she meets Luke, a hot townie who's moved back
home to help take care of his dying sister. And it's before a weird epidemic sweeps across campus, mysteriously turning people's eyes purple. Is it an odd side effect from a new party drug? Is it a rogue virus developed in a campus lab? Is it the mark of the devil? Soon the town starts blaming the university and the student religious
group becomes frighteningly aggressive in their on-campus accusations. Quinn and Luke are caught in the middle—until a tragic accident forces Luke to reveal the one part of himself he's kept carefully hidden. That he's so much more than the happy-go-lucky boy next door Quinn had believed him to be isn't a surprise…but this
truth might be too dangerous for her to handle. 81,000 words
Good Guy: FREE Hockey Romance
Burn for Me
Away Game (Rebels)
A Reverse Harem Sports Romance
The Risk Taker
Mantle of Malice
Originally released as part of the Campus Cravings bundle in 2014, now available as a stand-alone novella complete with BRAND-NEW 4,000+ word, 11-page short story. Hockey jock and English Lit major Brendan knows he’s
gay, but hasn’t come out to anyone, fearing a possible backlash. Then he’s tapped to be a TA for a hot professor and feels an immediate connection. Now he must decide how much he’s willing to risk to score the ultimate
goal.
When Avery's down and out, her embarrassing past with Logan forces her into an educational—and very sexy—future. Years ago, Avery's neighbor Logan proposed to her on his eighteenth birthday. She'd always known the genius
next door was different. After all, he'd become a professor in his teens. But that day, for the first time, she'd actually seen him as a man and it had disturbed her, so much so that she'd avoided Logan for years
afterward. Now Avery's broken up with her employer and live-in boyfriend and she's out of a job and out on the street. As a last resort, she reaches out to Logan's mother. Big mistake. Logan gets involved and suddenly
Avery is facing all the accumulated history between them. Logan is trying to help her get back on her feet, but Avery suspects he has an ulterior motive. When it comes out that he's still suffering from that old teenage
obsession with her, she severs the relationship, no matter how much it hurts in the process. After all, the two of them couldn't possibly work out, could they?
When it comes to relationships, I need all the help I can get. When Rider agrees to be my buffer, I happily put myself in his capable hands. It isn’t his fault my date goes south, but the tough as nails hockey player
takes it personally. Under his wing, I find the freedom to let go, and the joy of having it accepted. But can two people, one afraid he’s unlovable and the other afraid to love, trust in themselves enough to realize this
could be their shot at happily ever after?
Wanted: Discreet Dominant gentleman to teach maybe-submissive woman the rules of the game. No whips, chains, paddles, handcuffs, ropes, or toys. No nookie. No creepy stuff. No butt stuff. No gluten. Just the facts, Sir.
Serious inquiries only. –CuriousCat4 When I see the ad in the Portland Alternative’s “Love Wanted” section, I can’t resist the urge to respond. Yes, it’s dangerous—as a star forward for the Badgers I have a reputation to
protect—but I miss the thrill of calling the shots in the bedroom and reading that ad is the first time I’ve laughed in months. So I reach out to Curious Cat about the “educational” opportunity... A few sizzling—and
hysterical—emails later we arrange to meet. I’m hoping we’ll have chemistry, and I might finally be on my way to getting over my ex-girlfriend. And then the gate to the beer garden swings open and in walks Hailey. My ex
is Curious Cat, and this experiment just got a hell of a lot more complicated. But I never back down from a challenge—on or off the ice. I keep my educational offer on the table—six weeks of submissive lessons. Six
weeks to learn how to drive a Dominant man crazy, and then we part ways as friends. What do I have to lose? Except what’s left of my heart? Keywords: hockey romance, virgin romance, BDSM romance, dominant male, alpha
male, lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports, friends to lovers, opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor, comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male, love,
career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden, forbidden romance, romantic comedy, roommates, roomie, roomies, best friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, best friends in romance, brothers, athletes, rom com,
hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance, hot guy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero,
wealthy heroes, sports romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
Off the Ice
The Hard Hitter
A Five Book Hockey Romance Collection
The Body Checker
Him - Mit ihm allein
Hockey Night in Canada Junior

Previously published as My Two Stud Stand by Larissa Lyons. Because sometimes, a girl just really needs a good, hard puck... When a professional hockey player—Russian by birth, sexy by the grace of
God—propositions me during my first and only foray into liberated sex with a stranger, I allow myself to be seduced with heavily accented words and devastating kisses, right up to Rurik’s hotel room. Where his
focused attentions quickly melt my natural inhibitions. But then his roommate emerges fresh from the shower. Hold up—two men? I might have considered celebrating with one, but both? Confronted with the
prospect of a two-stud stand, enraptured by Rurik’s kisses and Jeff’s speculative glower, I wage a debate with my protesting conscience. At stake? The night of my life. The prize? More orgasms than I know what to
do with. 12,000 words • M/F/M ménage • Sex with Strangers
The NHL's biggest bad boy is about to fall for the virgin next door… I am the world’s biggest dating failure. We’re talking my last date went home with our waitress kind of failure. But I have an ace in the back pocket
of my mom jeans—my sexy-as-sin best friend, NHL superstar forward, Justin Cruise. Justin owes me favors dating back to seventh grade, long before he became a hotshot with a world famous…stick. So in return for
my undying platonic loyalty, all I want is an easy-peasy crash course on how to be a sex goddess. How hard can it be? *** I have never been so hard in my life. The things I want to do to my sweet, kindergartenteaching, mitten-crocheting best friend Libby Collins are ten different kinds of wrong. Maybe twenty. But I’m a firm believer in teaching by example, and by the end of our first lesson, we’ve graduated to a hands on
approach to her sexual education: my hands all over her, her hands all over me, and her hot mouth melting beneath mine as I prove to her there isn’t a damned thing wrong with the way she kisses. Give me a month,
and I’ll transform Libby from wall flower to wall banger, and ensure she’s confident enough to seduce any guy she wants. Problem is… the only guy I want her seducing is me. Hot as Puck is a sexy, flirty, friends-tolovers Standalone romantic comedy from USA Today Bestseller Lili Valente. Keywords: hockey romance, virgin romance, lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports, friends to lovers,
opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor, comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male, love, career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden, forbidden romance, romantic comedy, roommates,
roomie, roomies, best friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, best friends in romance, brothers, athletes, rom com, hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual
romance, hot guy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sports romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
The dreamiest player on the Moo U hockey team hangs a flyer on the bulletin board, and I am spellbound: Rent a boyfriend for the holiday. For $25, I will be your Thanksgiving date. I will talk hockey with your dad. I
will bring your mother flowers. I will be polite, and wear a nicely ironed shirt… Now everyone knows it’s a bad idea to introduce your long-time crush to your messed-up family. But I really do need a date for
Thanksgiving, even if I’m not willing to say why. So I tear his phone number off of that flyer… and accidentally entangle our star defenseman in a ruse that neither of us can easily unwind. Because Weston's family is
even nuttier than mine. He needs a date, too, for the most uncomfortable holiday engagement party ever thrown. There will be hors d'oeuvre. There will be faked PDA. And there will be pro-level awkwardness…
Boyfriend is a full-length book for Weston and Abbi!
England's infant heir has been kidnapped, and there's only one man who can find him. Luke Ballard has dedicated his talents—and his life—to protecting the throne. As Henry IX's Privy Inquirer and Dominus
Elemancer, his loyalty is no longer in question. But when Queen Madeline's coronation is interrupted with the news that Arthur, the baby Prince of Wales, has been abducted, Luke is given an ultimatum: retrieve the
royal heir and prevent future threats to the royal family or lose his head. That the young prince has been taken by dark forces is clear. The evil sorcerers of Custodes Tenebris will not rest until they hold power in
England with Catholic Mary as a puppet Queen. Luke has bested them before, but he's never needed to defeat evil while falling in love—Arthur's nursemaid, the beautiful Blanche Oliver, has won him over with her
seductive charms. As Luke's investigation leads into the dark recesses of his own family's past, Blanche's hold on him deepens. With the fate of the Tudors hanging in the balance, Luke will need to draw upon
untested strength and sort truth from feminine fiction…for the enemy's reach is long and time is running out. Book three of The Tudor Enigma 99,000 words
Las Vegas Sidewinders: Dominic
Hot for the Professor
An Enemies to Lovers Small Town Romance
The Eloquent Jock
The Wingman
Heller Brothers Hockey
Meet the men of the Minnesota Glaciers! In this scorching-hot spin-off of Lynda Aicher's bestselling Wicked Play series, a one-night stand turns into weeks of erotic experimentation…and eventually so much more. One night, one time, nothing more. That's all it was supposed to be.
They'd agreed their first night together would be their only night together—and Minnesota Glaciers defenseman Dylan Rylie was fine with that. Giant hickeys and claw marks on his ass had never been his style, even if the very memory of Samantha Yates's merciless sexual energy gets
him hard within seconds. He needs to focus on getting a better contract, not mind-blowing orgasms. One night, one time, nothing more. Fresh off representing the US at the Games and with nowhere else to play, Samantha gave in to one night of frantic passion with the Glaciers' brawny
hotshot. She couldn't get hurt—not if she controlled the outcome. And she planned to leave Minnesota soon, anyway. She didn't expect to be recruited to coach Dylan after they'd gotten down and dirty. When brutal on-ice workouts lead to kinky locker room sessions and "one night" falls
by the wayside, Samantha insists on keeping things casual, despite Dylan's quiet hope for more. But when Dylan goes down—hard—and his career is in jeopardy, Samantha is the first one by his side. What will it take to keep her there after he's healed? Book one of Power Play 95,000
words
Getting involved with a client’s father is a strict no. But when hot hockey player Zander shows me how good he is at talking bad, it sets off a firestorm of need hot enough to melt the ice on the rink he plays on. I’m not good at relationships and have basically given up on men. But a brief
fling with a dirty talking hockey player sounds pretty good at the moment. I didn’t expect to actually fall for him and his daughter. I think he might be falling for me too. Until I do that one thing that taps into his darkest fears and incinerates the fragile trust that’s built between us. How
can we possibly move forward after that?
Jamie und Ryan waren beste Freunde. Die Sommer, die sie gemeinsam im Eishockey-Trainingscamp verbracht haben, waren die besten ihres Lebens. Nun stehen sie sich nach vier Jahren Funkstille plötzlich wieder gegenüber. Schon damals war Ryan klar, dass er schwul ist. Er war Hals
über Kopf verliebt in Jamie. Die alten Gefühle sind sofort wieder da, viel stärker, intensiver ... schmerzhafter. Denn Jamie steht nach wie vor auf Frauen. Und was noch viel schlimmer ist: Er hat Ryan nie verziehen, dass er nach ihrer gemeinsamen Nacht den Kontakt zu ihm
abgebrochen hat ...
I didn’t want to ask him for a favor. He was the cockiest hockey player I knew. And my brother’s best friend. But I needed to learn about the game, and he was down with a concussion. I didn’t realize he had an agenda of his own. One that involved showing me his off-ice plays. I should
have said no. Should have kept things in the central zone. But one sweet taste was a game changer, and the only words on my lips were yes. Until a lifetime of secrets spilled out… All books in the Players on Ice series can be read as standalones: The Playmaker The Stick Handler The
Body Checker The Hard Hitter The Risk Taker The Wingman The Puck Charmer The Trouble Maker The Rule Breaker
Las Vegas Sidewinders: Vladimir (Book 9)
Roman
Breakaway
The Chase – Gegensätze ziehen sich an
A Sexy Roommate Romantic Comedy
Las Vegas Sidewinders Box Set Volume 2
Sometimes age is just a number... Dom Gianni takes a lot of punishment in the hockey rink, but when he sees Molly McCarran getting beaten up by her husband, he’s ready to throw down his gloves and fight for her. But Molly isn’t about to trust another man—and Dom is already
skating on thin ice with his NHL-mandated probation. Besides, how could a hotshot player like Dom really care about a woman so much older than he? Then a kidnapping ups the stakes. If Molly can’t believe in Dom, and if he can’t dig deep to save her, it might be the final
buzzer for them both.
American figure skater Carrie Parker's Winter Games dreams were dashed when her philandering partner caused one of the greatest scandals in skating history. Blacklisted from competing in the United States, her career is over…until she receives a mysterious invitation and is
paired with the most infuriating, talented—and handsome—skater she's ever met. Russian champion Anton Belikov knows sacrifice. He gave up a normal life and any hope of a meaningful relationship to pursue his dream. And he's come close—with a silver medal already under his
belt, the next stop is the gold. All he needs is a partner. While he's never forgotten the young American skater he seduced one long-ago night in Amsterdam, he never expected to be confronted with their past…never mind share the ice with her. When what starts as a publicity
stunt grows into something real, Carrie and Anton's partnership will test their loyalties to family, country and each other. With only a few months to train for the competition of a lifetime, can they master technique and their emotions, or will they lose their footing and fall victim to
the heartaches of their pasts? 96,000 words
"Cole's first Off the Grid novel offers a startling, believable post-apocalyptic world that is rich in atmospheric details and rife with unexpected dangers. Her refreshingly diverse cast of characters possess strong, sympathetic and magnetic personalities, ensuring that readers will
be engaged with each step of their journey." —RT Book Reviews No one expects the apocalypse. Arden Highmore was living your average postgrad life in Rochester, New York, when someone flipped the "off" switch on the world. No cell phones, no power, no running water—and
no one knows why. All she and her roommate, John, know for sure is that they have to get out, stat. His family's cabin near the Canadian border seemed like the safest choice. It turns out isolation doesn't necessarily equal safety. When scavengers attack, it's John's ridiculously
handsome brother, Gabriel, who comes to the rescue. He saves Arden's life, so he can't be all bad…but he's also a controlling jerk who treats her like an idiot. Now their parents are missing and it seems John, Gabriel, their kid sister, Maggie, and Arden are the only people left alive
who aren't blood-thirsty maniacs. No one knows when—or if—the lights will come back on and, in the midst of all that, Arden and Gabriel are finding that there's a fine line indeed between love and hate. How long can they expect to last in this terrifying new world, be it together or
apart? Book one of Off the Grid 69,000 words
I hate my new roommate. And I want to do dirty, delicious things to her in that swing she installed that we both know has nothing to do with aerial yoga. Neither of which is good, considering Diana Daniels is my NHL team captain’s little sister, and he will break my face if I’m not
a perfect gentleman. *** Everyone knows that banging your new roomie is a bad idea. But before I can warn Tanner that I don’t do relationships—or hockey players or my brother’s friends, for that matter—he’s doing me. Against the wall. And in his bed. And in my bed. And on a
pinball machine where we get an all time high score. And it’s so incredible that I start to forget that I’m the unluckiest woman alive when it comes to relationships. And aerial yoga. And worst of all, love. But hey, it’s not like I didn’t warn him… Keywords: hockey romance,
lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports, friends to lovers, opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor, comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male, love, career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden, forbidden romance,
romantic comedy, roommates, roomie, roomies, best friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, best friends in romance, brothers, athletes, rom com, hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance, hot guy, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sports romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
Puck Buddies
Love at First Snow
A Laugh out Loud Losing-It Romance
A Surprise Baby Hockey Romance
The Rule Breaker
Heller Brothers Hockey Book 1

Iʼve sworn off hockey players. Until the pregnancy test turns pink. Noah Scotch is revered in Boston, a veritable god on the ice. Iʼm a nerdy, newly minted college professor who would rather color code my planner than hit the club scene. Noah shouldnʼt look
at me twice but when he does, I falter. Who can blame me? The sweet talker with the deliciously chiseled abs and sinful chocolate eyes is a force. On and off the ice. One hot and intense night with Noah has me second guessing my lack of a dating life.
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Friends with benefits? He offers, I dive in headfirst. Growing up in a hockey family, I know better than to get serious with a player. But the more time I spend getting to know Noah, the more my intention to keep things casual rings false. Now, Iʼve got a
hopeful heart and a baby on the way. I just need to tell Noah. But when I do, will I end up with everything I never knew I wanted? Or on my own?
BOX SET INCLUDES: Anatoli Zakk Toli & Tessa Rob (only previously published in an anthology!) Anatoli Anatoli “Toli” Petrov is at the height of his career̶and unexpectedly single--after earning a spot on a new NHL expansion team in Las Vegas. But
navigating the dating world is a totally foreign experience for the sexy Russian hockey player. Tessa Barber is also suddenly single after her husband blindsides her with divorce papers. A spur-of-the moment trip to Las Vegas is just the thing she needs to
take her mind off her troubles. When an awkward encounter in a bar leads Toli and Tessa into a week of genuine passion, things become more complicated than they ever imagined. Keeping score has never been such a dangerous game! Zakk Zakk
Cloutier is young, hot, and likes the ladies that are drawn to his bad boy image. The problem is that none of them make his heart race the way the tall, redheaded widow of his late coach does. Sheʼs the one woman heʼd consider settling down for. Tiffany
Marcus feels like her life is crumbling around her. A widow with two young children, she wants to find some semblance of sanity again. Focusing on her three-year old twins leaves little time or energy to deal with the aching loneliness after her husbandʼs
sudden death. So sheʼs shocked when she starts to feel alive again‒thanks to the helping hand and broad shoulder of one of the Las Vegas Sidewinders. Skating on thin ice takes on new meaning when the past catches up to them. With more than just love
on the line, Zakk has to make an impossible choice: Step in and be the man Tiff needs him to be, or let her go to save himself. Toli & Tessa After a whirlwind romance, Las Vegas Sidewinders forward Anatoli Petrov is about to make Tessa Barber his wife…
or is he? When someone with an axe to grind shows up and wreaks havoc on their special day, events unfold that make the love of his life wonder if heʼs the man she thought he was. From the bright lights of Las Vegas to the cold streets of Moscow, Toli and
Tessa become embroiled in a complex and terrifying web of deceit. Tessa isn't sure who to trust - including the man she loves. Toli doesnʼt know whatʼs going on with Tessa, but before he can fix things with her, he has to figure out how to keep the situation
in Russia under control. Will they be able to figure out the truth or is it a game misconduct for them both? Rob Mackenzie Riser is one of the top plastic surgeons in the U.S. and has a wonderful, fulfilling career in Chicago. As she counts down to her 50th
birthday, she realizes she needs more than work to satisfy her. 37-year-old Rob Rousseau is devastated with the news his 16-year-old daughter has breast cancer. As he struggles to help her come to terms with losing her breasts, the new plastic surgeon is
the first woman since his divorce to make his heart beat a little faster. As Rob and Mack navigate unfamiliar territory, there's one little thing that might come between them--something they never expected. Do people ever really get second chances?
An amazing opportunity to own all 5 Heller Brothers Hockey romances In One Limited Edition Digital Boxed Set. These brothers play the game…but the women know the score… “Whether you are a fan of sports themed romance fan or not, I guarantee
(Offside) will satisfy you. It really has the perfect balance of sports and love. Add in some humor, some spicy hot sex, family drama, and hockey team snark, and you are treated to the perfect combination.” Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews Included in this
collection are: Breakaway (Jase) Itʼs all fun and games until someone falls in love… Schoolteacher Remi just saw the last of the younger siblings she raised leave the nest. Sheʼs had enough responsibility. Pro hockey player Jase just broke up with his
girlfriend because she got too serious. Heʼs not ready for responsibility. Theyʼre both ready for one hot night of fun. When they next see each other, though, itʼs not fun and games. When Jase finds out Remiʼs a school teacher, he wants nothing to do with
her̶teachers are bossy know-it-alls who make him feel like a speck of dirt on the ice. And when Remi finds out Jace is a pro athlete with paparazzi and puck bunnies stalking him, she knows she doesnʼt fit in his world. Stuck spending time together in
Remiʼs class, though, one hot night turns into more... Jase is a big kid who plays a game for a living. But when his past comes back to haunt him, will he sacrifice love for responsibility, obligation and duty? Faceoff (Tag) Being one of the boys isnʼt as much
fun as being all girl… Kyla MacIntosh is still trying to be “one of the boys”. Growing up with two brothers and their neighbors, the four hockey playing Heller brothers, she always wanted to be one of them. Now sheʼs trying to make partner at her old boysʼ
school law firm and burning herself out doing it. She doesnʼt have time for a two-family reunion at the lake, but guilt makes her go. Pro hockey player Tag Heller is back in his home city of Winnipeg after a crappy season that culminated in the team being sold
and moved from Phoenix to Winnipeg. As the “home town hero”, the team is putting pressure on him to promote them and make this a positive move for the other players, the fans, the entire National Hockey League. A break for a week at the lake sounds
like heaven. Growing up together, Kyla was always like a little sister to Tag, until one summer when things changed from sibling teasing to sexual tension. Now, Tagʼs a little cynical about women and Kyla has no patience for men who canʼt handle her
workaholic lifestyle. Why not explore the attraction thatʼs still there between them and have a hot summer week at the lake? One Man Advantage (Logan) Thereʼs a big difference between giving up and letting go… After her ex trashes her reputation in front
of the media and it quickly goes viral, Nicole Lambert vows she'll never get involved with another hockey player. Too bad her job with the Minneapolis Caribou puts her in contact with sexy hockey players on a daily basis, including the newly traded center,
Logan Heller. Logan Heller was pretty happy with his life in California and this trade to the Minneapolis Caribou has turned his life upside down and shaken his confidence. Heʼs always has this a deep down fear heʼll never live up to his older brothers̶their
star hockey careers and now with girlfriends and family on the way. When Logan meets Nicole, thereʼs immediate attraction between them, although that might have something to do with the fact that heʼs standing there completely naked. Heʼs pretty sure
sheʼs the perfect woman for him and heʼs determined to have her. Nicole is equally determined to never date another hockey player. But Logan has a one man advantage...he knows what she really wants. Hat Trick The Hellers are home for the holidays The
Heller brothers are all heading home for the holidays in their short break in the hockey season. It should be a great family reunion since three of the four brothers are bringing their new girlfriends. But Jase and Remi just got the results of an important DNA
test, and neither of them is in a mood to celebrate. Tag and Kyla also just got some surprising news that has them at odds, and Nicoleʼs nervous about meeting the whole family when she and Logan have been together such a short time. Instead of peace
and joy, this holiday is full of angst, worry and tension...is love really enough to overcome all obstacles? Offside (Matt) Never let the fear of losing stop you from playing the game… Honey Holbrook is trying hard to leave her past behind her and make a new
life for herself. A former spoiled, rich, wild child, her attention-grabbing antics were tabloid fodder for years. Now she has a new job, a new home, and is staying out of the limelight. But the first day of the new job doesnʼt go like she expects when her boss and
coworkers make it clear sheʼs not wanted there, and the first project she has to work on is with pro hockey player Matt Heller. Matt and Honey had a wild and wicked fling eight years ago when he was attending summer development camp for the California
Condors ‒ the NHL team Honeyʼs dad owns. But the relationship ended when they argued over the loser friends Honey hung around with and Matt had to return to college hockey. Before he left, Matt talked to Honeyʼs dad about Honeyʼs exploits. She felt
betrayed and rejected, and threw herself even harder into her partying lifestyle while Matt tried to carve out a career for himself in the NHL. Now Mattʼs back with the Condors but recovering from a serious injury that has changed his whole outlook on life.
Heʼs not impressed to be working with Honey Holbrook, although her cleaned up image arouses his curiosity. And arouses something else...
Endlich! Die »Briar University«-Reihe von SPIEGEL-Bestseller-Autorin Elle Kennedy ist da! Eishockeyspieler, Leidenschaft und Herzklopfen ‒ die Sports-Romance »The Chase ‒ Gegensätze ziehen sich an« sorgt für Knistern in der Luft! Es heißt:
Gegensätze ziehen sich an. Und da muss etwas dran sein, denn es gibt keine andere logische Erklärung dafür, dass ich mich so zu Colin Fitzgerald hingezogen fühle. Ich mag normalerweise keine tätowierten, videospielenden, Eishockey fanatischen NerdTypen, die denken, dass ich einfach nur hibbelig bin. Und oberflächlich. Sein falsches Bild von mir spricht also auch noch gegen ihn. Und es hilft nicht, dass er ein Kumpel meines Bruders ist. Und dass sein bester Freund in mich verknallt ist. Und dass ich
gerade bei den drei Jungs eingezogen bin. Oh, hatte ich nicht erwähnt, dass wir zusammen wohnen? Nein? Ist eigentlich auch egal, denn Colin hat deutlich gemacht, dass er sich nicht für mich interessiert, auch wenn die Funken, die zwischen uns fliegen,
unser Haus in Brand stecken könnten. Aber ich bin kein Mädchen, das einem Kerl hinterherläuft, und ich werde jetzt sicherlich auch nicht damit anfangen. Ich habe ohnehin alle Hände voll damit zu tun, mit dem College, einem ätzenden Professor und einer
ungewissen Zukunft klarzukommen. Also, falls mein sexy grüblerischer Mitbewohner doch noch aufwacht und erkennt, was ihm fehlt: Er weiß, wo er mich findet. Die »Briar University«-Reihe ist ein Spin-Off der beliebten »Off-Campus«-Reihe. Auf »The
Chase ‒ Gegensätze ziehen sich an« folgt mit »The Risk ‒ Wer wagt, gewinnt« Band zwei! Die Autorin Elle Kennedy wuchs in einem Vorort von Toronto auf und studierte Englische Literatur an der New York University. Ihre »Off Campus«-Reihe war
wochenlang auf den internationalen Bestsellerlisten und wurde in zahlreiche Sprachen übersetzt. Elle Kennedy ist außerdem eine Hälfte des SPIEGEL-Bestseller-Autorenduos Erin Watt, das mit der »Paper«-Reihe große Erfolge feiert.
Seattle Sockeyes
Game Play
The Rookie
Pairing Off
Heartsick
Boyfriend
Coming back to Seattle and facing Jamie is the second hardest thing I’ve done in my life. The first was burying his brother and then walking away. But my son needs a positive male role model, and there’s no one I trust for the job but his
Uncle Jamie. I ran away from him after the fatal car accident—not because I blamed him, but to protect him. When I learn he blames himself for the accident, I know I must tell him the truth. But will knowing the real reason behind the crash
give him the freedom to forgive himself and move on. Or will it destroy everything he’s believed in, including me? For Jamie’s sake, it’s a risk I have to take.
Bree Marks is my best friend... My secret crush… And—wait for it—cursed with a deadly allergy to erecto-plasm. As in she’ll seriously swell up and die if seminal fluid even touches her. Which means finding the perfect guy to punch her V card
is literally a matter of life and death. She wants a no-strings summer fling, but she needs someone she can trust. A puck buddy who isn’t going to get overly emotional. Someone who’s as savvy in the sack as he is on the ice. That’s where I
come in. It’s a simple request, really—and one I would be happy to honor. If it weren’t for the whole life-and-death thing. If I hadn’t just been traded to a team thousands of miles away from this girl who makes me think not all relationships
are a losing game. If I wasn’t already crazy in love with her. This arrangement is a disaster waiting to happen, but the heart wants what it wants, and mine wants Bree, danger and all. PUCK BUDDIES is a sexy, standalone romantic comedy
from USA Today bestseller Lili Valente. Keywords: hockey romance, virgin romance, lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports, friends to lovers, opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace,
humor, comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male, love, career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden, forbidden romance, romantic comedy, roommates, roomie, roomies, best friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, best friends in
romance, brothers, athletes, rom com, hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance, hot guy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long romance
series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sports romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
This short story was originally published in 2012. Minor edits have been made to include it in the Game On in Seattle Series. Four years ago on Christmas Eve, NHL hockey player Blake Daniels lost his entire family in a float plane crash.
Every Christmas Eve he mourns his losses by returning to the family vacation home in Sunset Harbor, Washington, his family's destination that fateful night. Only this year he's also mourning the loss of his hockey career and wondering
what's left to live for. When he finds a kitten starving and half frozen in a foot of snow, he rushes the tiny thing to the local animal hospital. Still reeling from the unexpected loss of her father on Christmas Eve two years ago, Dr. Sarah
Whitney opens the door to her clinic and finds a rough and tough professional athlete holding a minuscule kitten in his big hands. Only a miracle can save the frozen creature and only a miracle can heal the devastating losses suffered by
both Sarah and Blake. But Christmas is the time for healing and miracles if only you believe and give love a chance.
Revised and Edited Third Edition He trusts his gut, she trusts her numbers, and neither trusts the other, as a billionaire's mission to bring hockey to Seattle clashes with his passion for the woman who holds his heart. Ethan Parker, a
billionaire determined to bring professional hockey to Seattle, will stop at nothing to realize his dream. After putting down a hefty deposit on another city's team, the sale is stalled as the parties involved evaluate their options. In the
meantime, Ethan’s investors insist he go undercover during the playoffs to get the inside scoop. Lauren Schneider, assistant director of player personnel, gets no respect from the team's testosterone-loaded staff. When Ethan bursts onto the
scene, full of charm and genuinely interested in her opinions, she shares the team's weaknesses and discovers a weakness of her own—for Ethan. But when his true identity is revealed, and he starts cleaning house based on her input, his
betrayal cuts deeply on both a professional and personal level. Bound by an employment contract, Lauren reluctantly moves to Seattle to work for the newly christened Seattle Sockeyes and her sexy, infuriating boss. Lauren and Ethan must
come to terms with their passions—for the team, for hockey, and for each other. Will their situation build a frozen wall between them, or will their love burn hot enough to melt the ice shielding their hearts?
Players on Ice, Book 5
Pucked up Love
Hot as Puck
Sexy Motherpucker
The Sweet Talker

A honeymoon in Italy and I’m the pretend bride? How can I say no? Luke just dumped his conniving fiancé and needs a shoulder to cry on. I’ll always be there for him. Problem is, I want him.
I’ve always wanted him. Then I see the king-sized bed. And Luke starts pulling out all the plays. His kisses are far more real than the ones I’ve imagined. And the more we pretend, the more
real it feels. But come the end of the week, will our make-believe honeymoon be the end of a lifelong friendship? Or the beginning of something much more? I guess it’s time to find out.
Every year, NHL superstar Declan Bradbury comes home for Christmas. But he’s more than a hockey player to me. He’s my best friend. The man I’m in love with—the man I can’t have. Problem is,
it rips my heart out every time he leaves. I need to put some distance between us, find a way to move on and protect my heart. I plan to do just that, until he begins showing up at every
turn, and every single person in Holiday Peak starts acting strange. I had no idea what Declan was up to behind the scenes, or that the town was conspiring with him. When I found out, there
was one thing I did know. My life would never be the same again.
I've sworn off hockey players. Until the pregnancy test turns pink.Noah Scotch is revered in Boston, a veritable god on the ice. I'm a nerdy, newly minted college professor who would rather
color code my planner than hit the club scene. Noah shouldn't look at me twice but when he does, I falter. Who can blame me? The sweet talker with the deliciously chiseled abs and sinful
chocolate eyes is a force. On and off the ice. One hot and intense night with Noah has me second guessing my lack of a dating life. Friends with benefits? He offers, I dive in headfirst.
Growing up in a hockey family, I know better than to get serious with a player. But the more time I spend getting to know Noah, the more my intention to keep things casual rings false. Now,
I've got a hopeful heart and a baby on the way. I just need to tell Noah. But when I do, will I end up with everything I never knew I wanted? Or on my own?
Previously published; newly refreshed by the authors He’s hot for teacher NHL star Tristan Holt may be at the top of his game, but he’s already thinking one play ahead. Hitting the books in
the off-season means he’ll have a business degree to fall back on when it’s time to hang up his hockey skates. But his straightforward plan is complicated by his undeniable attraction to
his sexy sociology professor, Sebastian Cruz. Impressed by Tristan’s brain as well as his brawn, Sebastian can’t help lusting after the gorgeous jock. With tenure on the line, Sebastian
won’t break the rules by becoming involved with one of his students—at least, not until the end of term. Once final grades are posted, though, their naughty mutual fantasies can become
reality. Tristan’s not sure he’s up for being the poster boy for openly gay hockey players, but Sebastian’s never been the type of man to keep his sexuality—or his relationships—in the
closet. For Tristan, being with Sebastian might mean risking more than just his heart. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance
you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is approximately 71,000 words
Puck Aholic
A Sexy Flirty Standalone Romantic Comedy
A Sexy Single Dad Romance
The Stick Handler
My Two-Stud Stand
A Surprise Pregnancy Hockey Romance
Brendan Daniels is the sexiest man alive. The captain of the Badger’s NHL team is also clever, kind, funny, and was my good friend…until we cruised out of the friend zone one weekend with a red-hot fling. Come Monday morning, I wanted to
keep riding the Big O train to happy town, but Brendan wanted someone who was “stepmom” material. A.K.A, not me, apparently. The problem? I’m crazy in love with him and his daughter. So when he asks me to be his pretend girlfriend for a
long weekend with his former in-laws, I say yes. *** Laura Collins is the last woman I should be thinking about taking in the back seat of my car, in the woods behind my in-laws’ house, or in a hotel room where we’re sharing one very small,
very squeaky bed. I need a steady influence for my daughter, not a fling with this too young, too impulsive red head. So what if she’s beautiful and intense and passionate and has the biggest heart I’ve ever known? I don’t want to fall in love. I
really don’t. But when it comes to Laura? Hell, maybe I’m just not cut out for faking it. Keywords: hockey romance, single dad romance, lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports, friends to lovers, enemies to
lovers, opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor, comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male, love, career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden, forbidden romance, romantic comedy, roommates, roomie, roomies, best
friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, best friends in romance, brothers, athletes, rom com, hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance, hot guy, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, holiday romance, Thanksgiving, sports romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
He's a Special Forces veteran making his pro hockey debut. She's a dogged sports reporter determined to get a scoop. She's also his best friend's widow . . . Fans can't get enough of Levi Hunt, the military veteran who put his NHL career on
hold to serve his country and fight the bad guys. So when his new Chicago Rebels bosses tell him to cooperate with the press on a profile, he's ready to do his duty. Until he finds out who he has to work with: flame-haired, freckle-splashed,
impossibly perky Jordan Cooke. The woman he should not have kissed the night she buried her husband, Levi's best friend in the service. Hockey-stick-up-his-butt-serious Levi Hunt might despise Jordan for reasons she can't fathom--okay, it's
to do with kissing--but her future in the cutthroat world of sports reporting hangs on delivering the goods on the league's hottest, grumpiest rookie. So what if he's not interested in having his life plated up for public consumption. Too bad.
Jordan will have to play dirty to get her scoop and even dirtier to get her man. Only in winning the story, she might just lose her heart ... In this standalone free romance set in the Chicago Rebels world, a new generation of players take to the
ice and learn that all's fair in love and hockey. Free romance, contemporary romance, new adult, free new adult romance, free sports romance, hockey romance, free hockey romance, standalone romance, free romance series starter, freebie
New Adult Sports romance, Contemporary sports Romance, New Adult Hockey, Hot Hockey Romance, Hot Contemporary Romance, Hot Hockey Players
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